School of Humanities & Social Sciences had called applications for the Ph.D. program in below mentioned disciplines. Kindly check your results for Ph.D. admissions in the provided link below.

Link: https://oas.iitmandi.ac.in/External/Admission/result.aspx

Economics

Demography

English and Translation Studies
- Comparative Literature in India
- Indian/Tibetan Literature

Sociology
- Urban Studies
- Sociology of Religion
- Borderland Studies
- Himalayan Studies
- Infrastructural Development in Highlands South Asia
- Political Economy of Indian State After Liberalization
- Economic Sociology
- Sociology of Science or Mathematics
- Philosophy of Science or Mathematics
- Anthropology of Texts and Literature
- Anthropology of Data
- Other allied areas

Note:

(i) To check your result put last 3 digits of your Application Number along with your pre-mentioned contact no in the application form and other details asked in the result portal.

(ii) All the above selected candidates will receive PROVISIONAL Offer letter. For any details, please contact shssoffice@iitmandi.ac.in.

(iii) For those candidates whose result of the final qualifying exam is awaited their admission is subject to fulfilling all the eligibility criteria at the time of admission.

(iv) At the time of admission (Document Verification), all selected candidates are required to produce the original documents of final mark sheet from 10th onwards and degree certificate fulfilling all the short-listing criteria, category certificate and ORIGINAL valid GATE/UGCNET Certificate, failing which the candidate would NOT be allowed for admission in the program under any circumstances.